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‘I’M NORMAL’  

Young people who come to me for help always initially present with the ‘same’ belief that their physical, 

emotional, behavioural and mental experiences mean they are abnormal, thus proving self to be 

different, inadequate, inferior (voiced as a ‘failure’) to their peers, siblings, whilst fearing others 

including teachers, parents, siblings, carers believe the same.   

Do you feel like this?  

In this ‘I’m Normal booklet I‘m going to prove to you that far from being abnormal, all your physical, 

emotional, behavioural and mental experiences make you NORMAL. That it is this normality which helps 

you learn effective coping life-skills to assist your mind and body to remain healthy and proactive to 

achieve your desired goals.   

In a ‘nut-shell’, develop ‘resilience’ (ability to keep going when things get tough). 

Let’s begin this factual story:  

You know from history lessons that when humans first evolved they needed to be inventive in order to 

survive against ferocious animals, weather conditions, other humans who wanted to dominate, steal 

their food or kill them.  Nothing new here then!! 

Why is this important to know? Because understanding why we are made the way we are is our 

greatest survival strength.  

So let me share with you the genetic facts of being human: We evolved into who we are today by 

developing special biological (body) and thinking (mind) skills. Then as now they were probably taken for 

granted, underused and at times thought of as weak. In fact they are our ‘greatest & strongest friends’, 

always there for us, helping us stay safe and well.  

We are going to look at eight of these main survival skills (best friends) which began working from the 

day you were born, never taking a day off, always alert ready to be triggered whenever needed, there 

throughout your life.  Incredible devoted workers (employers would love them!) but they need your 

support to keep them thriving and sharp. You do this by understanding why you have them and by 

listening to and reacting healthily to their warnings. 

http://www.optimumwellbeing.org.uk/
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Friend One: Humans have a dual action biological fight/flight response, designed to deal with a potential 

threat or danger (stress reaction), during which chemicals known as Noradrenaline (in control ready to 

fight) or Adrenaline (not in control fleeing) are released, creating physical changes including increased 

heart rate, breathing, raised blood pressure and a 300/400% increase of blood pumped to muscles. 

Can you think of something that scared you recently, what did you do?  

Simon told me he was confronted by a group of boys who suddenly 

shouted “let’s get him”, he initially froze (fight response –time to think) 

then decided to run (flight response). What a fantastic friend, it saved him 

from a beating. Alison told me of a girl grabbing for her hair, immediately she grabbed the girl’s wrist 

hard to stop her (fight response) and the girl backed away (flight response). Although it’s not nice feeling 

scared or threatened, you now know you have a great friend inside you helping you deal with it. Most 

importantly, you are NORMAL and strong, not weak when you feel like this.   

As we all know there are some youngsters who become aggressive, not to defend themselves but to 

hurt or frighten others. When they do this they are not acting NORMALLY, they are acting as aggressive 

bullies.  

In a ‘nutshell’, it’s ok to fight to protect yourself and others, but not ok to do so in order to hurt 

someone else. This shows the person doing so, has a WEAK personality and in my experience huge self-

doubts, which they try to cover up by being aggressive!!  In my book written specially for you I explain 

confidence building ways to deal with bullies. 

 

Friend two: We have another great friend inside us known as the ‘relaxation response’. You know it 

well just think of the last time you felt ‘chilled out’. This relaxation response is triggered by the brain to 

alter your bodily feelings to a state of calmness after a stressor has been removed, which in Simon’s 

case was when he ran away and Alison’s when she defended herself and the other girl backed off.   

When this relaxation response is triggered bodily changes including decreased blood pressure, heart 

rate, muscle tension, rate of breathing, as well as feelings of calmness and control occur. Giving you 

time to calm yourself, feel back in control, able to reflectively think in a calm and productive manner. 

Thus the relaxation response helps to counter ill effects of the fight or flight response and over time 

encourages a greater state of calm alertness.  

There are many ways to relax, you already practice loads of them, but in my book, I show you how to 

use them within any situation where you feel for example: tense, anxious, over-excited or angry or 

stressed. Like me I know you get stressed because we are NORMAL and it’s normal to get pressured. It is 
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only when you let that pressure build and build that it turns into stress, which not only feels awful, but 

seems impossible to get rid of. It’s not, I will show you a wide range of ‘stress buster’ tools to deal with 

everyday stressors such as studying; socializing; talking to opposite sex; coping with 

interviews/exams/bullies/parents/people in authority/work colleagues etc.  

Just before we leave talking about this great calming-relaxation friend, I want to remind you this 

relaxation response is not just there to help you recover from difficulties. You can also help yourself to 

enjoy feeling relaxed for longer. Just imagine, instant ‘chill outs’ whenever you want them!  Think about 

the things you do which make you feel calm, happy, chilled out such as listening to music, watching 

favourite films/programs that make you laugh, (laughter is a great relaxer), special smells, food such as 

chocolate or ice-cream, being with friends or family. I bet you can add loads more. Use these personal 

ways to relax yourself whenever you feel upset, lonely, stressed, they will really help to change your 

mood. Just remember to say to yourself “mmm that’s relaxing”. 

 

Friends three & four: When you were born your first instinct (first biological trigger) was to cry out loud, 

because it opens your lungs, lets in air and away your system goes. Those lungs working automatically 

from the day you were born to the day you die. Later on I will show you how you can use these 

wonderful lungs to relax yourself. Crying also ensured you were comforted by either being wrapped in a 

warm blanket or cuddled by your mum or given food – setting the belief “food is comforting”. Explaining 

why we use food not only to survive but  to comfort ourselves – in my book, we will look at how to cope 

with difficult situations without constantly going without or eating comfort foods, leaving you feeling 

bad about yourself. 

Back to crying which taught you at this baby stage that it is normal and comforting to be cuddled, fed 

and to let everyone know you needed them.  Nowadays a lot of young people think if they cry they will 

be thought of as weak by others or already think it themselves.  Do you believe this? Let me explain why 

crying is not only NORMAL but a great strength. Tear ducts are there for many reasons the most 

important is to release tears when we are emotional, which ‘biologically’ helps our bodies to heal. These 

tears release a special ‘sedative’ called Encephalin, our natural medicine helping us to calm down. Not a 

nice feeling when crying but once we stop we feel better because we’ve let our emotions out which also 

lets this sedative out and it calms us.  Once calm we feel more able to cope.  So if you think crying is 

weak, think again, it’s strong. When wanting to cry think to yourself “crying lets my medicine out, 

helping me to recover”. Repeatedly giving yourself permission to cry, actually over time means you will 

cry less.  
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  from this to this    

I’m now going to teach you how to use those wonderful lungs to trigger the relaxation response which 

will help you feel in control instead of instead of controlled by a situation which is making you feel 

anxious or tense.  Firstly let me explain the biology of the lungs. Breathing is a natural process controlled 

by the ‘autonomic nervous system’ (therefore its automatic ), repeated around 20,000 times a day, half 

a billion times in an average lifetime. It is its automatic nature which is important to us, pumping away 

from the day we are born to the day we die. Remember Simon, when he got scared his breathing 

increased rapidly so that it could pump the 300/400% increase of blood needed by his muscles to run! 

Afterwards his breathing became naturally slower as less blood was needed by his muscles who wanted 

to rest.   

But there’s more, because, in addition to this fantastic automatic process, we can help our lungs to help 

us become calmer, get more energy when needed and cope better with difficult situations by simply 

learning to deep breath (known as diaphragmatic breathing). I do not mean deep breathe all the time, 

natural breathing is best for going about day to day things, but when we have difficulties, deep calm 

slow breaths help us release tension, quieten anxiety, improve concentration, develop physical skills, 

look in control and be happy. 

Normally I demonstrate how to do this in front of you but as I only have the written word to describe it, I 

need to take time to explain. Meaning I have just taken three wonderful deep breaths, energising my 

brain to think clearly!  Those who find it difficult to understand just by reading this text will be able to 

watch a video demonstrating how to, on my website www.optimumwellbeing.org.uk  

Ok!  First of all I always check out if anyone has experienced any breathing difficulties, so I know how to 

adapt the deep breathing to help them in that situation. I can’t do that here, although I will describe lots 

of examples in my book, so I’m going to keep it very simple by firstly showing you how young children 

who are not fully developed learn to ‘puff’ and then slow their breathing until they feel calm (give it a go 

yourself).  

Puffing! for infants/young children and those whose bodies are not fully developed: When we worry, 

get scared, hurt ourselves, or get frustrated because something isn’t going right, our bodies go a bit stiff, 

this is called tension.  Quite normal, but when very tense (like a cat with its fur standing on end) we tend 

to breathe in short quick breaths. Nothing wrong with this, it won’t harm you, but it keeps you tense so 

your body gets tired and just wants to go back to that nice calm relaxed you! 

http://www.optimumwellbeing.org.uk/
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So let’s try it. Imagine you have hurt your leg, you grab it and the pain makes you take short, sharp 

breaths, start to puff (like trying to blow a feather away).  Five short, sharp, quick puffs - NOW slow the 

puffs down, slower and slower, until your breathing becomes deeper and then let it go back to normal. 

Feeling calmer? I am I’ve just done it with you!  

Ok, this is designed for infants and children, so whenever you see them upset say to them “its ok, you 

have a good cry, let your medicine out”. Then say “look at me and puff with me”, repeating five quick 

puffs, counting in your mind, they will copy you. Now show yourself puffing in and out slower (not too 

deep) and say “Now copy me and slow your puff down, slower and slower” until you see them looking 

and becoming calmer (about 3 to 5 breaths).  

How does this help you to learn for yourself? Well it helps us understand how slow puffing leads to 

calming breaths assisting young people who are growing up but not quite fully developed to become 

calm, in control without feeling dizzy.  Just remember don’t puff all the time, just when you need to 

calm yourself. 

As you get older you will naturally develop longer puffs until your lungs are fully grown (body is mature) 

and you are able to comfortably practice the following deep breathing technique. It is called 

diaphragmatic breathing which is characterised by slow, deep and regular breathing taken in through 

the nose (filters/warms air) filling whole chest cavity (diaphragm), and out through the mouth (greater 

exhalation achieved, more carbon dioxide -waste material not needed by body released) thus promoting 

a following calmer, deeper in-breath.  

Just one word of caution: if you found yourself getting dizzy when puffing, do not try this deeper 

breathing pattern at this time, keep with the puffing but ensure you slow it down and make the out 

breathe harder! Really blow those cobwebs away!   When it becomes easier with no dizziness, then you 

can give the following deep breathing a go. 

Try this out: Place one hand above your breast (top of chest) and one hand on diaphragm (just under rib 

cage). “Breathe normally, which hand moves top or bottom?  If top, you are prone to shallow breathing, 

if bottom you are deep breathing, both are normal”.   

We are now going to practice deep breathing using one hand, other hand rests by your side. 

Read this first and then give it a go:  “Place one hand on your diaphragm, take a deep breathe in 

through your nose, feeling the area under your hand fill up as if filling a balloon. Immediately it feels full, 

breathe out slowly but hard through your mouth,” Repeat twice more with out-breath longer than in-

breath.   
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How did that feel, most youngsters say ‘nice’, a few will say dizzy, did you feel dizzy? Nothing to worry 

about if you did, it just means you took too deep a breath in and held it, without letting a deep breathe 

out.  Next time do not inhale as deeply but make it a natural in and out breathe where you exhale hard.  

This is important as it will stop you getting dizzy.  

Why do people get dizzy? Oxygen breathed in is passed through lungs to heart, mixing with blood and 

pumped to every bodily cell, energising them. There is always more than needed, so your body 

automatically releases this waste ‘carbon dioxide’ when you breathe out!  If you get anxious and hold 

your breath or gulp it in without letting it out properly it makes you feel dizzy because your body wants 

it to be let out. So let it out! 

You will also find it easier to practice if you: 

 close your eyes, as this helps to focus on the physical action of the muscles moving  

 keep your mouth closed  

 take a breath in through nose - warms air and promotes a deeper breath before entering lungs 

 when feeling full hand moves outwards like filling a balloon  

 immediately let air out through mouth (like balloon deflating), long and hard  

Also useful to watch yourself in a mirror as you practice, once you know it well you will not need to use 

your hand on your diaphragm. 

Try it again, if still feeling dizzy then you are not ready for deep breathing use the puffing instead, if 

comfortable you can use it in the following ways to calm yourself. 

 When you wake up, sit on side of bed, take four deep breaths – this gives brain energy to get 

going 

 Anytime during day when feeling tired or losing concentration, take one deep breathe, exhaling 

hard. I call this a ‘pause for breath’, stimulates brain cells, helps us to concentrate 

 After strenuous exercise, you will naturally find yourself puffing, just let it be, walk around slowly 

and puff every now and again, when heart beat begins to slow take a few deep breathes. 

Improves your ability to recover, reduces likelihood of cramps and improves fitness  

 When feeling anxious, take a few calming breaths and you will find your anxiety quietens. Later in 

this booklet you will find another way to quieten anxiety. Join the two together and you will be in 

charge! 

                Bliss! Breathing relaxes me, makes me happy!    
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Friend five: I’m feeling really calm now as I have been doing the deep breathing with you, bliss!  So let’s 

talk about our fifth great friend our five ‘senses’.   

 Smell:(Olfaction) causes us to re-coil or examine something more closely and subdues’ or 

increases sexual urges  

 Touch: (Cutaneous) provides comfort, warmth and reassurance, creating emotional wellbeing by 

releasing ‘Oxytocin’ known to reduce stress and lower blood pressure. But outcome is affected by 

individual texture preferences. 

 Sound: (Oratory) a reactive response dependent on our personal interpretation of tone, pitch and 

pace of spoken, sung or heard sounds, on message given and received.  

 Sight: (visual) stimulates preparatory danger warning signals; memory evokers of past/present 

pleasure; security; wonderment; desire to be innovative/creative; eases communicative 

engagement; triggers behavioural dislike or pleasure response and stimulates motivation. 

 Taste: (Gustation) Taste buds are intrinsically linked with emotions by spontaneously activating 

pleasure; warn of danger or dislike; trigger or inhibit appetite or stimulate negative thoughts and 

emotional distress.  

Inter-connected to all our senses are Thoughts: (cognitions) which are interactive/reactive stimulants, 

feeding and feed by our other senses to determine conscious expectations and subconscious beliefs of 

sensory outcomes. 

Emotions: Every action, thought, sensory awareness or physical happening has an underlying emotional 

trigger or response, which either inhibits or enhances wellbeing.  

Whilst humans rely most on their vision and hearing for information about the world, they are 

supplemented and enhanced by their other senses, any of which can be heightened if one sense becomes 

inhibited or lost.   

All senses are ‘personal’ to each of us because not everyone likes or dislikes the same thing. Switching on 

when we need them to either warn us to be careful or get us excited to enjoy something. So it’s NORMAL 

to like or dislike things, just as its normal to try new things more than once because this helps our senses 

become stronger, giving them time to get used to something new or to remind them that this particular 

thing is bad and they will let you know! So next time you’re smelling, tasting, or touching something which 

your senses tell you not too, speak to them in your mind and say  

“thanks for the warning”  or “mmm this is nice”   
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Friend six: When first on this planet humans didn’t use talking words like we do, they got their messages 

across using body language. Bodily messages are very important to us. We notice these in our friends and 

family all the time. I bet you judge what they are doing or thinking without them saying anything. They are 

giving you a message using their body language, a message you assess and respond to. Of course you may 

not be right!  

Most importantly how you stand and look at people can help you look and feel confident so try these two 

behaviours out and see how you feel. 

1. Stand and walk tall, shoulders back, head up sitting naturally on your shoulders, mouth relaxed 

and with eyes looking straight ahead. How does that feel? I bet you feel good, confident. 

2. Now let your head drop down a bit, shoulders drooping and look a lot at the ground.  How does 

that feel?  Bit nervous, not so confident? 

 

To be confident you need to show confident behaviour - walk tall, eyes looking ahead, naturally looking 

now and again to one side or another. If you make eye contact with someone allow your mouth to relax 

into a semi-smile. If you see someone you know is or looks like a bully coming towards you, take a couple 

of puffs or a deep breathe to calm yourself, relax your mouth and keep walking tall, eyes naturally looking 

ahead so you look calm (not staring at them as they may see this as their right to be confrontational “what 

you looking at”). Remember bullies tend to go towards those who look scared of them, act like this and 

you won’t look scared. 

 

 

Friend seven:  We all have fantastic friends called emotions which not only let us and others know how 

we are feeling but help our bodies heal if we are unwell. In fact next to the flight/fight and relaxation 

responses, they are our most essential survival tools. Yet I know many of you not only consider them weak 

but try to keep them suppressed. Worst thing you can do because emotions were meant to be let out in 

order to keep us healthy, hold them in and they get more intense, often exploding at a time when you 

didn’t want them to.   Let me share with you some research which clearly shows not only their purpose 

but how powerful as healers they are. Glasgow Caledonian University (2006) studied students recovering 

from sporting injuries. The group was split into two, one half underwent normal physiotherapy and the 

other the same, but were also asked to write down how they were feeling on a daily basis. This university 

had all the latest technological equipment and used it to monitor the healing ‘rate’ of the injured muscles, 

finding those who wrote on a daily basis about their experience and associated emotions recovered 
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muscle density three times quicker than those who did not. Suggesting facing up to and releasing distress 

reduces stress and inflammation, thereby boosting the body’s ability to self repair. Add this to earlier 

research demonstrating how the action of ‘writing’ triggers the relaxation response, put the two together 

and healing is more effectively self-generated. 

 

So what emotions am I talking about? There are many emotions which trigger moods and affect your 

wellbeing but these are the core ones we developed in order to survive: 

 
 

Anger - providing energy to fight danger. Anger is normal and ok when used to defend ourselves, but not 

ok when used to bully or hurt someone else. Also not good if you keep getting angry with yourself, all you 

are doing is beating yourself up. This is really just frustration intolerance, which I will show 

you in my book is a great coping technique not only to release frustration but to use as 

evidence that you can cope with difficult situations. In the meantime here is a really 

effective coping tool you can use now to release anger, it’s called Bining! Whenever you feel angry, get 

some paper and write down exactly what you are angry about, use any words you like to describe it, once 

it’s all out, write one positive statement like “that’s my anger out, now I’ll be calmer”. Read it only once 

finishing with the positive statement, tear it up into tiny, tiny pieces, bin it and go and do something nice, 

like listening to music. Doing this lets out the emotion out and calms you by triggering your relaxation 

response. Just remember never keep these writings or show to others.  

 
 

 

Anxiety – warning us of a danger.  Remember how your parents/teachers/friends warned you of things 

when you were a child (probably still do) some of them were scary and made you feel 

anxious. You brain stored this memory so that if you are approaching that situation again 

it immediately warns you by making you feel anxious. So being anxious doesn’t mean your 

weak, it means your best friend is warning you to be careful, therefore it makes you stronger.   Just like a 

fire alarm, if you turn it off you are in danger of dying, which is why this biologically trigger is impossible to 

turn off, but by listening to it, it will quieten, ready to trigger again if we need it. In your book I will give 

you lots of examples of anxiety shared with me by young people like yourselves, here is one: Michelle 

aged 15 got really anxious about going to school. After understanding that anxiety was her best friend, she 

was able every day when the anxiety triggered to say “hallo annoying friend, thanks for the warning, I’m 

ok I know I need to face this, I can and I will” Reporting back that it always went quiet and she felt 

confident to go into school.  This kind of anxiety doesn’t just go away by thinking or talking to it, just once. 

You may need to repeat this for some time before it finally realises it doesn’t need to warn you anymore. 
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Jealousy –was created to help us want to either match or improve what someone else has achieved.  Of 

course we cannot always match or be better, but trying too, makes us improve and gives us new ideas, we 

may even like better.  Feeling Jealous therefore is another normal warning friend, only bad if we keep it 

inside us and constantly think about it because then we don’t change anything. But if we let it out by 

thinking “So I’m jealous, everybody gets jealous sometimes, I’m going to use it to help me try something 

out for myself” it quietens. Allowing you to try something and think “well done me for giving it a go”. 

 

 

Guilt – when our ancestors where first on this plant they survived better if they lived in groups, so it was 

important for people to be careful not to do something which might put the group in danger, which is why 

humans developed the ‘guilt’ emotion.  We still have this emotion today making us think about something 

we have done or something we were going to do which might upset or hurt others.  Important warning 

friend helping us respect our own and other’s needs. Once dealt with we feel happier and more focussed 

on making decisions that help us and do not harm others 

 

 

 

Fear of Loss – feeling upset, sad, distressed when losing something is very normal, in fact it has always 

been the deepest and longest lasting emotion we can feel, because us humans do not like 

losing things or people we love. In our ancestor’s time losing something or someone could 

mean they didn’t survive. Today although threat of not surviving is not as great, the loss 

emotion is just as strong as it was then. Then as now it’s really important to let this distress out, in fact let 

all your emotions out, because then your body feels better, more able to heal itself.  

 

Let me show you two different ways to do this:  

 

Sometimes when young we lose someone we love very much. Loss that  naturally goes through a range of 

different emotions, we may feel angry with them for going, or for someone causing them to leave us; 

guilty in case we unknowingly played a part in their going; not feel able to accept they have gone by keep 

denying the pain we feel; trying to pretend this emotional pain is not there by distracting ourselves; have 

constant reminders of who, what we have lost, which seem to re-trigger the same level of pain as was 

there when they first left.  This is called ‘grieving’.  

 

We help ourselves by firstly remembering that it will take time to come to terms with this loss; to talk to 

others because being listened to is very comforting. And last but not least to let our emotions out instead 

of keeping them in and making ourselves feel unwell.  Here are some ideas for doing just that: 
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Firstly let yourself cry whenever you need to - remember each tear contains a sedative 

 

Secondly find a picture of them smiling or laughing either on their own or with you. Choose a special 

picture frame and keep it in your bedroom.  Every time you look at it, smile, say hallo. 

 

Thirdly write special words on a card, or draw a picture. Later, either on your own or with family/friends  

tie this ‘special message’ to a balloon and let it go into the sky, talking to this loved one in your mind as it 

rises up and up.  Every night after that, you can look up at the sky from your bedroom and talk to them. 

On a clear night you will see stars, choose one of these for your loved one and whenever you can have a 

little chat, tell them all the things you have done that day. 

 

Friend eight: One of our strongest friends is our ability to think. It is this thinking power which enabled us 

to be creative and evolve from cave people to whom we are today. Creative means 

you have the ability to consider different options, to way up the pros and cons of 

each one, to make a decision which may or not be the best one, learn from it and 

then use your creative mind to try something else. As you get older it will help you 

decide things for yourself, to choose to do what you want to and do it safely, to learn skills that you take 

to work and get paid for using!   
 

Of course in order to get creative we need to have fantastic imaginations. I’m using my creative 

imagination now to think of different ways to share my being normal messages.  

But sometimes we do not like the imagination in our heads, especially if we can see 

it as a mind picture. When this happens I think “that’s a good day-dream” or if a 

mind picture as well as the thoughts are there I change the picture, for example: I 

once imagined a man was about to attack me, I blew my waste energy onto him and saw him shrink down 

so small he became an ant and I trod on him”. As usual with mind picture imaginations like this, I end up 

smiling.   
 

Many young people have told me they thought they were going mad because their thoughts and 

imagination seemed so wild/nasty.  Have you felt this, are you abnormal? NO, like me you’re NORMAL. 

Think about it, as a child you are applauded when you make up stories, play at being a doctor, nurse, or 

evil person, no one thinks you are bad because you are only playing. This is what happens in your mind 

when your imagination ‘runs wild’ you are playing with new ideas. Yes they can suddenly spring into nasty 

ones. Probably triggered in that section of your brain which stores memories from watching 

television/playing computer games/or seeing-reading of people behaving badly, but it is still only 
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imagination. It can only harm you if you if you put the imagination into action, such as if you were 

imagining and then acted out this imagination by killing your neighbour’s dog, meaning you need help not 

to do it again! 

I have come across a number of young people who have put their feared imagination into action by self-

harming. Once they understood it‘s normal to have creative imagination/thinking alongside lots of self-

esteem (like yourself) work this has been enough for them to no longer see themselves as abnormal. All 

stopped self-harming.  If you feel your imagination is getting wilder and it’s stressing you, there are many 

professionals out there who can help you. It’s not abnormal to need help, it’s a sign you are normal 

because we all need help at times. 
 

But usually people just keep on thinking about it which adds fuel to their emotional distress by making 

them more and more distressed or depressed. If this happens get that pen and paper, write down your 

fear/feelings, finishing with the sentence “That’s that unreal imagination got rid of” tear it up and bin it!  

Most importantly remember, although thinking is very powerful in its own right (equates with energy 

released from a 60 watt light bulb), it is when it uses this power to connect and support all our other 

friends by sending messages triggering them into either warning or comforting us when we need them, 

that its’ true power is released.  

So! How do you feel now? When I ask this question at the end of a workshop or one to one session, young 

people always say NORMAL.  That’s exactly what you are because all your physical (how your body feels), 

mental (what you think), emotional (how you feel), and behavioural (how you behave) reactions to being 

alive on this planet ARE NORMAL. But at times they affect you deeply and that is why feeling normal first 

makes it easier to talk about things that bother us. This is where therapists/coaches, family, friends, 

doctors/nurses and teachers/carers in school can be helpful to you.   

Feeling normal will help you to become motivated to want to learn coping tools to feel in control rather 

than controlled by difficult situation/s. Such tools detailed in the book I am writing for you will assist you 

to feel more confident, to believe in your ability to do things, to be proud of bits of you that are different 

to others, to see difference in others and applaud it, most importantly to stop beating yourself up or let 

others bully you. 

So keep remembering these eight friends inside you. Say hallo and welcome them when they want to help 

you.  Because: 

They really are your very special best friends! 
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If after reading this booklet you have a question about growing up or how you can deal with a 

difficult situation, go to the ‘Contact’ heading on my website www.optimumwellbeing.org.uk 

and open the contact form for children/young people. On it you will see it asks you only for 

your first name. 

Underneath will be a box to type your question in and a send button.  

You can also use this box to let me know what you think of this book, I would really like your 

help in making sure you understand it.  

When I receive your form I will answer your question which you will be able to read on my 

website within one/two weeks. You access the answer by going back to the young people’s 

page and opening the ‘things I want to know - question & answer’ file on the side bar. 

http://www.optimumwellbeing.org.uk/

